Cloud Computing Matches Intelligence-led Management Consulting Solutions From 1SecureAudit With
Terremark Worldwide IT Infrastructure
Corporate executive risk management capabilities and managed services extend and strengthen global
channel partnership

For Immediate Release
MCLEAN, Va./EWORLDWIRE/Feb. 5, 2010 --- The combination of 1SecureAudit
('http://www.1SecureAudit.com') and Terremark Worldwide Inc. means new intelligence-driven corporate
executive risk management capabilities and managed services will be delivered to organizations in vital critical
infrastructure sectors of the global economy
"Our proven solutions leverage our company's enterprise-class cloud computing platform to deliver fully secure,
pre-provisioned computing and network capacity with advanced data replication, along with a fully managed
data center fail-over process that automatically increases the resiliency of a client's cyber-infrastructure," said
John Moore, director of Terremark Channel Sales. "1SecureAudit plans to leverage the economics of
Infinistructure Utility Computing and The Enterprise Cloud from Terremark in combination with 1SecureAudit
Corporate Executive Risk Management professional services solutions. Our channel partnership will increase
critical infrastructure resiliency to clients and the extended supply chains of Fortune 500 enterprises."
1SecureAudit intelligence-led management consulting and investigations includes a proactive and preemptive
risk management approach to establishing a "Common Operational Picture for Corporate Risk Executives."
This facilitates the fusion of internal forensic data, external open source intelligence (OSINT) and other
suspicious activity reporting (SAR) in order to more effectively protect and recover the private sector's vital
business assets.
Most of this information collection is unstructured, which means it comes from e-mails, blogs, Web sites, and
other personal or mobile digital sources that make it much more difficult to achieve privacy legal compliance in
the workplace. The 1SecureAudit Executive Risk Intelligence Managed Services solution is powered by the
Intelijence Visual Analytics software platform integrated with the Terremark Infinistructure. The Intelijence
platform includes visual, business and predictive components with cyber and human intelligence options.
These options include a 28CFR23 compliant case management system that provides a unified framework for
enterprise-wide decision advantage.
"This force multiplier includes our executive predictive analytics, remote digital forensics, and a proactive
governance of the advanced persistent threat to our global client assets and without substantial new
infrastructure capital expenditures," said Peter L. Higgins, managing director and chief risk officer of
1SecureAudit.
Growing corporations engaged in mergers and acquisitions (M&A) are awash in due diligence information yet
short on strategic knowledge, actionable intelligence, and talent for using it. Strategic risk information about the
most important facets of the business - customers, process, employees, competition and shareholder value - is
gathered but not analyzed, reported but not understood, guessed about rather than acted upon.
This 1SecureAudit offering provides the ability to quickly scale, manage and make sense of vast amounts of
unrelated data - and in the process have redefined what it means to be an intelligent enterprise. Proactive
organizations recognize these new capabilities and put them to work. They don't just gather and report
information - they leverage corporate visual insight to decrease operational risks and increase shareholder
value.
Whether planning for an Executive sponsored Intelligence-led investigation, navigating through the collection
and integration of relevant risk data from a variety of internal or external sources, analyzing and displaying your
data, managing intelligence within local, state and federal legal compliance guidelines, or sharing information
with outside counsel, 1SecureAudit and its strategic partners are a single source for operational risk
management.
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